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Fusion Guitar | Master Your Rock Guitar Skills
Are you a rock guitarist looking to enhance your skills and take your playing to
new heights? If so, you've come to the right place! In this article, we will explore
the exciting world of creative arpeggio studies for modern rock fusion guitar.
Whether you are a beginner, intermediate, or advanced player, learning and
mastering arpeggios is an essential skill that will greatly expand your musical
vocabulary and improvisational abilities.

Arpeggios, often referred to as broken chords, are when the notes of a chord are
played individually, rather than strummed together. They are an incredibly
versatile tool that can add depth, complexity, and sophistication to your guitar
playing. By incorporating arpeggios into your playing, you can create
mesmerizing melodies, stunning solos, and captivating textures that will leave
your audience in awe.

Arpeggio studies are especially prevalent in modern rock fusion music. This
genre blends the techniques and sounds of rock music with elements of jazz,
classical, and other genres, resulting in a unique and exhilarating style. Many
notable guitarists, such as Steve Vai, Joe Satriani, and John Petrucci, have made
extensive use of arpeggio-based playing in their compositions, showcasing the
immense possibilities that arise from mastering this technique.
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So, where do you start with arpeggios? The first step is to familiarize yourself with
the basic arpeggio shapes. These shapes represent the various chord types,
including major, minor, dominant, diminished, and augmented. By memorizing
these shapes and practicing them in different positions on the fretboard, you will
build a solid foundation for improvising and composing your own music.

Once you have a good grasp of the basic shapes, it's time to add some creativity
to your arpeggio studies. Experiment with different rhythmic patterns, note
phrasings, and fingerings to create unique and original sounds. Don't be afraid to
break the rules and explore uncharted territories – this is where true innovation
and artistic expression happen.

Another effective technique to enhance your arpeggio playing is to incorporate
various guitar effects and techniques. Utilize techniques such as legato, alternate
picking, sweep picking, and tapping to create dazzling and fluid arpeggio runs.
Experiment with different effects like delay, reverb, and distortion to add depth
and atmosphere to your playing. By combining these techniques and effects, you
will be able to produce breathtaking guitar solos and melodic passages that will
captivate listeners.
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Additionally, don't limit yourself to practicing arpeggios in isolation. Incorporate
them into your favorite rock fusion songs and jam along with backing tracks. This
will help you develop a strong sense of timing, musicality, and phrasing. As you
become more comfortable with arpeggios, start improvising with them over
different chord progressions, allowing yourself to explore new tonalities and
harmonic possibilities.

Lastly, don't forget the importance of ear training. Developing a keen ear will allow
you to identify and play the right arpeggios over specific chords and progressions.
Train your ears by practicing chord recognition exercises and transcribing guitar
solos that incorporate arpeggios. This will greatly enhance your improvisational
skills and enable you to play with confidence and precision.

In , creative arpeggio studies are a fantastic way to elevate your rock fusion guitar
playing. By incorporating arpeggios into your musical repertoire, you will attain a
new level of technical proficiency, musicality, and expressiveness. So, grab your
guitar and dive into the exciting world of arpeggios – your playing will never be
the same again!
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Build powerful guitar solos with creative arpeggios

Do you struggle to get the most out of arpeggio soloing?

Do you feel limited in your arpeggio vocabulary?

Do you want to create sophisticated sounds with just a few simple elements?

Is it time to go beyond standard licks and drills to make real music?

Advanced Arpeggio Soloing for Guitar

Discover the ultimate creative resource for applying arpeggios in modern
improvisation

Build a unique vocabulary of arpeggio concepts and phrasing tools

Create melodic phrases and high-speed lines applicable to many styles

Learn over 130 ready to use arpeggio licks and when to use them

Instantly sound like a seasoned pro from the very first example!
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Chris Brooks' tuition in Advanced Arpeggio Soloing for Guitar is the result of three
decades' work as a busy working guitarist and cutting edge educator. It is a
complete bible of arpeggio approaches that builds into a cohesive strategy for
any advanced rock guitarist.
Advanced Arpeggio Soloing for Guitar takes you to the next level of musical and
professional-sounding arpeggio usage, and draws inspiration from rock and
fusion soloists alike.
You'll master advanced arpeggios and substitutions while learning the theory
behind each exciting concept, so you can apply these skills in any musical
situation.
Advanced Arpeggio Soloing for Guitar goes way beyond any other rock guitar
arpeggio book by drawing inspiration from advanced jazz theory to teach you the
sounds you won't learn anywhere else. You'll master advanced concepts like triad
pairs, triad stacks, extended arpeggios, scale integrations and more...
Every concept is taught with creative licks and melodic ideas, so the theory
becomes instantly musical.
Here's what you get:

Deep insight into triad pairs & triad stacks

Multiple musical sequences & permutations

Arpeggio and scale integration exercises

Sweep picking, legato & tapping application

Over 130 cutting-edge licks

Professionally audio tracks to download for free

Clear diagrams, tab & notation



Notation and Guitar Tab with every pick stroke

Bonus one: Modal backing tracks help you to practise each idea and get creative
Bonus two: Soloing summary tables provide a shortcut to the best sounds in any
situation
 
Are you stuck in a musical rut and looking to get more creative with guitar
arpeggios?
Shred guitar virtuoso Chris Brooks is here to show you how to take even the most
humble triad and give it new purpose. He'll teach you how combining arpeggios
can evoke modal and exotic scale sounds to create a truly personal guitar solo.
You'll also learn how triad stacking can enhance basic harmony to make you
sound hipper and ignite your audience.
There's exclusive insight and cutting-edge material on dynamic control, upper
extensions, directional sequencing, scale integrations and much more.
Hear it!
With over 130 licks and studies forming a comprehensive guitar method,
Advanced Arpeggio Soloing for Guitar will expand your vocabulary, multiply your
melody, accentuate your arpeggios and turn you into a creative, experienced
improviser.
Take the next step in guitar education and buy

Speed Picking Secrets For Smooth Economical
Picking Mastery: Learn Rock Guitar
Are you ready to take your rock guitar playing to the next level? Tired of
struggling to keep up with those lightning-fast solos? Look no further! In
this article, we will...
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Essential Guitar Techniques: Arpeggios And
Licks For Total Fretboard Mastery
Are you an aspiring guitarist looking to take your playing to the next
level? Do you want to master the fretboard and become a versatile and
proficient...

10 Easy Steps to Record Professional-Quality
Music at Home
Welcome to the exciting world of home recording! With the
advancements in technology and the availability of affordable equipment,
more and more musicians are opting...
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Are you a rock guitarist looking to enhance your skills and take your
playing to new heights? If so, you've come to the right place! In this
article, we will explore the...

100 Arpeggio Licks For Shred Guitar
If you are a guitar enthusiast looking to take your shredding skills to the
next level, this article is just for you! In this article, we will explore 100...
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Doctor Dreamy Sweet Co-worker Romance - A
Rollercoaster of Emotions!
Office romances can be quite thrilling, but when you add a touch of
sweetness to it, you get an irresistible combination. One such...

The True Images Of The Circular Changes Zhou
Yi Completed By The Four Sages
Have you ever wondered about the true images of the circular changes
known as Zhou Yi? Completed by the four sages, these images hold
profound wisdom and timeless...

Joy The Car That Went Bump Ditty Bump - The
Extraordinary Adventure
Once upon a time, in a small town far away, there was a little red car
named Joy. Joy had always been a reliable and faithful companion to its
owner, Peter. However, little...
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